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ABSTRACT 
The knowledge map describes who has what knowledge (tacit), where the knowledge collected, and helps to learn the jobs and 
expertise in organization. In many organizations there is a lack of directions to manage knowledge and knowledge map. Data 
classification is one technique using in knowledge mapping. This paper proposes an approach for knowledge mapping of experts 
in organization by comparing the performances of four classification algorithms.  The classification proposed in this paper in the 
domain of energy expert. We measured prediction performances by comparing algorithms with four classification algorithms: 
two types of decision trees (ID3, C4.5) and two rule-based (OneR and Prism).  These four algorithms are measured their 
effectiveness with K-fold cross-validation method on their classification correctness. The results show that C4.5 algorithm is the 
best one in decision tree, and Prism is the best one in rule-based.  Among the four algorithms, C4.5 is the best performance in 
classification for knowledge mapping. Future research and implication are also suggested. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this day, organizations have many employees with specific working experiences.  Some organizations have encounter 
problems and difficulties in their operations; sometimes they can not find experts to solve problems just in time.  This is due to 
these organizations do not classify experts in their expertise or create knowledge mapping.  Data mining techniques can be used 
to find potential useful knowledge, such as patterns and rules [9].  Also data mining tasks include clustering, classifying and 
association rules [10].  This paper used classification algorithms. Each techniques employs a learning algorithm to identify a 
model that best fits the relationship between the attribute set and class label of the input data.  Knowledge mapping helps 
organization to find experts in the task.  The meaning of knowledge map or knowledge mapping has mention here. 
Vail [17] proposed definitions of the terms knowledge map or knowledge mapping as follows “A knowledge map is a visual 
display of captured information and relationships, which enables the efficient communication and learning of knowledge by 
observers with differing backgrounds at multiple levels of detail.  The individual items of knowledge included in such a map can 
be text, stories, graphics, models, or number.” and also “Knowledge mapping is defined as the process of associating items of 
information or knowledge (preferably visually) in such a way that the mapping itself also creates additional knowledge.” 
In other words, knowledge map should assist an individual employee, a team or an organization unit in understanding and using 
the knowledge available in an organizational setting [4].  Further, it provides the relations of the people within an organization. 
We can find out interest areas, areas of expertise, tasking and characterize how work is being addressed within actual 
organization (i.e., who, what, where and when) with this knowledge map. In addition to the knowledge maps will serve as a 
blueprint to pinpoint knowledge sources and will facilitate finding relevant information and knowledge pockets in the 
organization. In this paper, we present the research that relate, as follows in related work.  
The paper is organized as follows.  Section 2, we review the related work. In Section 3 is the theory of classification algorithms. 
In Section 4 is the Study Framework.  The experimental results are revealed in Section 5.  Finally in Section 6 is about 
Conclusions and Future work. 
 
RELATED WORK 
Eppler [4] seeks to establish the conceptual and empirical basis for an innovative instrument of corporate.  The knowledge maps 
include 5 types that can be used in managing organizational knowledge.  They are knowledge-sources, - assets, -structures, 
-applications, and –development maps.  Burkhard el at. [2] proposed a framework derived from three case studies on Knowledge 
Maps in Organizations. In organizations speed, clarity, and effectiveness are essential for the transfer to knowledge.  Eppler [5] 
proposed a simple knowledge map type based on these primary classification principles which are by purpose, by graphic form, 
by content, by application level and by creation mode. 
Lin and Hsueh [11] proposed creation and maintenance knowledge map functions by utilizing information retrieval and data 
mining techniques.  They use hierarchical clustering and k-means clustering to create knowledge map. The same method is used 
to classify new documents into existing clusters by comparing new document vector and cluster centroid vector. The 
performance of the knowledge map creation method is measured by precision and recall. Soman and Bobbie [16] used machine 
learning schemes, OneR, J48 (C4.5) and Naïve Bayes to classify arrhythmia for ECG medical dataset. The precision in 
prediction of this study is based on 10-fold cross validation. Despite the high accuracy rate of J48 is revealed, whereas OneR and 
Naïve Bayes show stable accuracy for the same dataset. The accuracy rate of OneR is the lowest among the three algorithms.   
Holmes and Trigg [6] used a diagnostic tool for comparison of tree-based supervised classification model. The decision trees 
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produced by C4.5 with default setting. Result from the study seeks to enhance to classification accuracy of learning algorithm by 
using 10-fold cross-validation. The experiments show that there is a fairly strong correlation between the relative edit distance to 
the full tree and the cross validation error except where highly relevant nominal attributes contain many values.  Andreeva et al [1] 
used two machine learning classifiers: J48 (C4.5) and OneR to classify BreastCancer dataset and compare them in terns of 
correctly classified.  The results show that J48 (C4.5) is higher accuracy than OneR.  Lastly, Zhoa and Yao [19] proposed three 
algorithms for classifications:  ID3, Prism, and Prism-concept by using 5 cross-validation, the three algorithms are tested for the 
accuracy of prediction. The prediction accuracy of Prism is higher than ID3, Prism-concept in each 5 cross-validation. It seems 
that ID3, C4.5, OneR and Prism are four candidate algorithms for classifying the dataset to build the decision tree for prediction 
tasks. 
The above literatures have applied classification method to create model for knowledge mapping.  In Thailand, there is scanty 
study in creating an expert knowledge map by using classification algorithms. The objective of this study is to identify the best fit 
classification algorithm of knowledge mapping by comparing four classification algorithms. They include Decision Trees: ID3, 
C4.5 and Rule-based: OneR and Prism algorithms. 
 
THEORY OF CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS 
Classification is one of supervised learning algorithm, which is suited for predicting or describing data set with binary or nominal 
categories. The objective of classification is to reduce the detail and diversity of data and resulting information overwork by 
grouping similar data.  A classification model can be used to predict the class label of unknown instants. The major classification 
approaches consists of decision tree, decision rules, k-nearest neighbors, Bayesian approaches, neural networks, 
regression-based methods and vector-based method [8].  In this section we describes theory of two decision trees and two 
decision rules sometimes called rule-based, these four algorithms  will be used in this study. 
 
Decision Trees 
Decision tree is a popular structure for supervised learning.  It is a method for approximating discrete-value functions that is 
robust to noisy data and capable of learning disjunctive expression. A family of decision tree that includes widely used 
algorithms such as ID3, C4.5 and ASSISTANT [12]. 
Decision tree are commonly used for gaining information for the purpose of decision-making.  Decision tree starts with a root 
node on which it is for users to take actions.  From this node, users split each node recursively according to decision tree learning 
algorithm.  The final result is a decision tree in which each branch represents a possible scenario of decision and its outcome. 




C4.5 algorithm is Quinlan‟s extension of his own ID3 algorithm for generating decision tree [10].  This algorithm recursively 
visit each decision node, selecting the optimal split, until no further splits are possible. The C4.5 algorithm is not restricted to 
binary splits, it produces a tree of more variable shape.  By default it produces a separate branch for each value of the categorical 
attribute. 
C4.5 algorithm uses the concept of information gain or entropy reduction to select the optimal split.  Main improvements 
included in C4.5 deal with the pruning methodology and the processing of numeric attributes. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Example of Decision Tree for Expert Classification 
Both ID3 and C4.5 apply entropy measures their splitting functions, however C4.5 has more advantages than the former since it 
has tree pruning function and further it can be modified to handle data sets with missing values (Quinlan, 1993). 
 
Rule Based 
The rule-based system itself uses a simple technique: It starts with a rule-base, which contains all of the appropriate knowledge 
encoded into IF-THEN form. It called production rules or just rules.  In the IF part to some action in the THEN part.  A rule 
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provides some description of how to solve a problem.  Rules are relatively easy to create and understand [13]. 
Rules as a knowledge representation technique, any rule consists of two parts: the IF part, called the antecedent (premise or 
condition) and the THEN part called the consequent (conclusion or action). 
 The basic syntax of a rule is:   
 IF  <antecedent>   THEN <consequent> 
In general, a rule can have multiple antecedents joined by the keyword AND (conjunction), OR (disjunction) or a combination of 
both. The OneR and Prism Algorithms are interesting in make rules and easy to understand it. 
 
OneR  Algorithm 
OneR is one of the simplest classification algorithms, proposed by Holte [14].  OneR produces simple rules based on one 
attribute only.  It generates a one-level decision tree. Each attribute value will be determined.  OneR algorithm creates one rule 
for each attribute in the training data. The rule with the smallest error rate selected. 
The algorithm is as follows :  For each value V of that attribute, create a rule : 
For each attribute A: 
1. Count how often each class appears 
2. Find the most frequent class, c 
3. Make a rule “if A=V then C=c” 
4.   Calculate the error rate of all rule 
5.   Author Information 
 
Prism Algorithm 
Hong and Tseng [7] apply Prism algorithm which has the idea of information gain instead of entropy as ID3.  Attribute valued 
pairs in terms of information theory, can be thought of discrete messages.  The amount of information gain about an event in a 





Information gain is chosen for describing a class with a larger priority.  The task of the Prism algorithm is to find the selector   
x which contributes the most information gain about a specified classification δn  
If the training set contains instances of more than one class, then for each class δn, Prism performs the following steps in turn. 
1. Calculate the probability of occurrence, p (δn|x), of the classification δn  for each selector  x 
2. Select the x for which p (δn|x) is a maximum then create a subset of the training set 
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for this subset until it contains only instances of class δn. 
4. The complex rule is conjunction of all the selectors used in creating the similar subset. 
5. At training set, erase all instance covered by complex rule 
6. Repeat steps 1-5 until all instances of class δn have been removed. 
 
Cross-Validations 
Cross validation is a method for estimating the true error of a model. When a model is built from training data, the error on the 
training data is a rather optimistic estimate of the error rates the model will achieve on unseen data. The aim of building a model 
is usually to apply the model to new, unseen data [17]. An alternative to random sub sampling is  
cross-validation.  In this approach, each record is used the same number of times for training and exactly one for testing. This 
method, we partition the data into ten equal-size subsets.  First, we choose nine of the subsets for training and other for testing.  
This approach is called a ten-fold cross-validation.  The k-fold cross-validation method generalizes this approach by partition the 
data into k equal-sized partitions. During each run, one of the partitions is chosen for testing, while the rest of them are used for 
training. This procedure is repeated k times so that each partition is used for testing. The total error is found by summing up the 
errors for all k runs. 
Evaluation of Performances 
The prediction performances of four algorithms are evaluated by using precision, recall, F-measure and Root mean-squared error 
(RMSE). Precision and recall appropriateness have been used extensively to evaluate the retrieval performance of information 
retrieval algorithms.  However, a more careful reflection reveals problems with these two measures.  First, the proper estimation 
of maximum recall for a query requires detailed knowledge of all the documents in the collection.  With large collections, such 
knowledge is unavailable which implies that recall can not be estimated precisely. Second, recall and precision are related 
measures which capture different aspects of the set of retrieved documents [18]. 
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Precision 







Recall is the measurement of how much relevant data in the system has 
 





Precision and Recall stand in opposition to one another.   As precision goes up, recall usually goes down.  The F-measure 
combines the two values. 
 




When B = 1, precision and recall are weighted equally. 
When B is > 1, precision is favored. 
When B is < 1, recall is favored. 
 
Root Mean-Square Error (RMSE) 
The mean-squared error is one of the most commonly used measures of success for numeric prediction. This value is 
computed by taking the average of the squared differences between each computed value (ci) and its corresponding correct 
value (ai).  The root mean-squared error is simply the square root of the mean-squared-error.  The root mean-squared error 
gives the error value the same dimensionality as the actual and predicted values. The small values of RMSE means the better 
power of prediction [15]. 
 








Fig. 2.  Study Framework 
Stage1 : Data Preprocessing 
The preprocessing process consists of two methods: data cleaning attributes and data transformation. Data cleaning, which 
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consists of identifying the data to be mined, then choosing appropriate input attributes and output information to represent the 
task.  Data transformation, include organizing data in desired ways converting one type of data to another (e.g., from symbolic to 
nominal, numerical) defining new attributes, reducing the dimensionality of the data, removing noise, “outliers”. 
 
Stage 2 : Classification 
Classification is the prediction of nominal (discrete) values. Rules are generated from trained data and then applied to new data. 
It was decided to concentrate on an algorithm for generating four classification algorithms (i.e., Trees such as ID3 and C4.5 
Rules such as OneR and Prism).   All are well supported by the text and other supplements. 
 
Stage 3 : k-fold Cross Validation 
One crucial stage where comparison of models is using form of cross validation.  This stage is consisted of training set and test 
set data. This paper conducts the comparison of trees-based supervised classification algorithm and rules-based. Cross validation 
is the method of choice for evaluation. The method of deriving specific attributes and procedures that seek to enhance the 
classification accuracy of a learning algorithm.  The emerging standard in machine learning for estimating the error rate is to use 
stratified 10-fold cross validation.  The data is divided randomly into ten parts, in each of which the class is represented in 
roughly the same proportion as in the entire dataset. Each of the ten parts is held out in turn while the learning scheme builds a 
model from the remaining nine parts [6]. 
Stage 4 : Evaluation 
There are four measurements used in this study: Precision, Recall, F-measure, Root mean-squared error. Precision, the high 
accuracy of prediction, it should be high values. Recall is opposite to precision values.  F-measure, the higher value implies the 
high accuracy.  Finally, root mean-square error, it ought to be a small number. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
In  this section, we compare four classification algorithms such as ID3, C4.5, OneR and Prism by using 10-fold cross-validation.  
In the results of experiment of each algorithm are shown in Fig. 3. to 6.  The performance measurements are Precision, Recall, 
F-measure and Root mean square error. 
 
Dataset 
All data used in this experiment are collected from personnel department of one energy state enterprise which is responsible for 
generating and transmitting electrical power to meet the demand of Thai industries and inhabitants.  The responsibility of 
enterprise workers can be classified by type of machine and equipment they are working with, for example, operational work, 
turbine, instrument and control, water system, boiler, electrical system, lignite and ash conveyor, and administration and 
planning.  Key personnels are engineer, technician, occupational worker and administrative officer.  Therefore, the classification 
of the experts is composed of 18 areas. Also the dataset are grouped into 17 classes.  The input dataset used in the Waikato 
Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) program, it has format extension „.arff‟ file.  The dataset has nine nominal 
attributes as shown in Table 1, There are 467 instances, and as indicated above, in 17 classes. 





Working years number of years in defined position 
Position the position in employee job‟s. 
Degree Earned level of education. 
Faculty Study faculty graduated.  
Major major graduated 
Department working department 
Division working division 
Section working section 
Expert  expertise 
 
Table 1 shows the attributes used in this experiment, they include personal attributes, which consists of : working years and 
position. In education attributes consist of : Degree Earned, Faculty Study and Major. An institute attribute consists of : 
Department, Division and Section. Finally, attribute Expert Class Label. 
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Fig. 3.  Comparison accuracy of  ID3, C4.5, OneR and 
Prism in Precision 
Fig. 4.  Comparison accuracy of  ID3, C4.5, OneR and 
Prism in Recall 
 
Fig.3. and 4 show the performance comparisons of four algorithms:  Decision Tree (ID3, C4.5)  and Rule-Based (OneR, 
Prism).  Fig 3 shows that both Decision tree algorithms C4.5 (0.86) and ID3 (0.69) have higher precision  than Rule base: One 
R (0.51) and Prism (0.63).While C4.5 is the highest of all.   In Fig.4., results of Recall are opposite to Precision, both OneR 




Fig. 5. Comparison accuracy of  ID3, C4.5, OneR and. 
Prism in F-measure. 
Fig. 6.  Comparison error rate of  ID3, C4.5. OneR and. 
Prism in Root mean-squared error. 
 
Fig. 5. shows the F-Measure value of  four algorithms, C4.5 has the highest F-measure value (0.71) which can be implies that it 
is the most accurate.  The value of ID3 (0.6) is close to  Prism(0.6). The least is OneR(0.57).   Fig. 6.  The smaller RMSE value, 
the more power of prediction. OneR is the most error rate (0.190),  While C4.5 is the best, it has the smallest error (0.154). 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper proposes an algorithm for knowledge map creation of experts in an organization to assist tacit knowledge 
visualization.  In this study, we classified domain knowledge by using Decision Trees (ID3 and C4.5) and two Rule-based 
(OneR and Prism).  In practical experiments with k-fold cross-validation it was shown that an average of four classification 
algorithms in terms of precision prediction. The prediction performances of four classifiers are measured by four indices used 
for evaluating the efficiency of classification. The indices include precision, recall, F-measure and Root mean-squared error. 
Results reveal that C4.5 algorithm is the best one in precision, F-measure and RMSE.  In the error rate prediction, Prism has 
the smallest numbers, OneR has the most error rate. 
 
This research also represents the first step toward successfully extending this approach beyond knowledge mapping for experts 
in energy industry. Our proposed classification algorithm potentially can be extended to classify of many other knowledge 
workers in organizations of related industry such as engineering or different industries such as manufacturing. Our future work 
is applying data mining techniques for supporting organizational knowledge management.  In order to increase the prediction 
power of classification, alternative clustering algorithms such as K-Mean or Self-Organization Map (SOM) might be applied 
to segment dataset to similar group. Then each group is used to build decision tree for knowledge classification. 
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